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My wife continues cuckolding me with big-cocked Mexican teenagers and other men.
http://www.lushstories.com/stories/wife-lovers/servicing-the-latino-repairmen-part-1.aspx
You might want to read Parts One and Two of this story to get a better idea of the characters and
context of the story, but I will give a brief synopsis in the following two paragraphs.
In Part One we learned that my name is Ed, and I was 47 years old at the time of this story when we
were living in Atlanta. My wife Joan was 45, and although we previously had an active sex life, in the
last couple of years she had lost interest in sex. I didn’t really know why, but I do have a small dick,
and that might have contributed to her lack of interest. I had never had any previous bisexual
experiences, but I started reading cuckold stories and then bisexual stories, and my desires evolved
to the point that I wanted to try sucking cock.
Two Mexican repairmen, Tony and Jose, came to my home to replace our hot water heater, and after
a long discussion I sucked both of their cocks and swallowed their cum. Tony told me that some white
husbands liked to see their wives being fucked by big, Mexican cocks, and I was interested in
pursuing that with them. When Part One ends, I agree to try to convince Joan to fuck them and in the
meantime, I suck their cocks whenever they are in my area and want to fuck my face and feed me
their juices.
In Part Two, I slowly convince Joan to cuckold me with Tony and Jose, and we finally meet in the
basement of our home on a Saturday. Joan ends up fucking both of them and I suck both of them,
and Joan surprises me by saying how excited she was to fuck those big, brown cocks and how she
wants to fuck them and others as much as possible. I briefly thought about whether we would need to
use birth control or condoms if she fucked those men, but then reasoned that at her age we wouldn’t
have a problem. As Part Two ends, Tony has just started to tell us about his brother Carlos who has a
work shed and a special room for his sons and other Mexican kids to work out in. We find out at the
start of Part Three more about what goes on in that room.
Part Three:

Tony continued explaining about his brother’s shed saying, “Yes, Carlos runs a kind of private boys
club for those boys, and they all have to be at least 16 years old and no older than 19. He also tries to
help them find jobs. It’s just his way of keeping the boys off the streets at night, teaching them good
values, and to try to teach them the sport of boxing. This might sound a little unusual, but he also
likes to help them find either pussy or a warm mouth to fuck from time to time.
"When the boys get to ejaculate those big teenage cum loads regularly it relieves some of those
aggressive hormones and calms them down a little. He’s brought in white sluts from time to time to
take care of the boys, and they really like to fuck white MILF’s like Joan. And of course Carlos and
some of his employees fuck those whores too. He’s got an old bed in the corner of the room where
they fuck and get sucked off. The sheets are covered in cum stains, but they change them from time
to time and nobody seems to mind with all of the raw sex that happens there.”
I was still pondering their comments on the boy’s club when Joan spoke up and said, “Damn guys
that sounds perfect for us. You guys were fun to fuck and I’d like to keep fucking you, but the thought
of getting some of that nice hard, teenaged, brown cock sounds even better. And from what I’ve
learned today, I’m sure that Ed will like all of that cock and cum too, and any other bodily fluids they
want to give him. But I have to ask you a question. Why do you and those boys seem to focus on
white pussy and white cock suckers so much? From what I’ve seen a lot of the Latina women are
very beautiful, hot and sexy.”
Tony answered saying, “I agree that many Latina women are hot, but there just seems to be
something so appealing about us fucking white couples. A lot of the Mexican men I know like to fuck
couples, and especially white couples. They like it when the wife and her cuckold husband are
submissive to them, and they especially like watching the husband suck all of their cum from the
wife’s cunt. We would definitely fuck Mexican couples too, but we haven’t been able to find any Latino
men who are willing to share their wives like that. Some white couples just like being submissive to
men of color. Another reason is that we like seeing the contrast of our brown cocks sinking into a juicy
white pussy or mouth, and a lot of the cuckold men like seeing their wives fuck men of color for the
same reason.”
Tony paused for a moment and then continued, “Those husbands also fantasize that brown and
black cocks are bigger than white ones on average, and that is also part of the mystique. I think some
Mexican men like the idea of abusing white couples, and want to save and respect their own women
as their wives and mothers to their children. To some of them, the white women they are fucking are
nothing more than whores, and they like seeing the submissive husbands sharing their wives and
helping to suck their cocks. And as I said before, we especially like to see the husbands sucking our
thick cum loads from their wives’ cunts.”

He cleared his throat and continued, “If you think about it, one of the most humiliating things a man
can do is freely give his wife to another man to be fucked, and then take the sperm of that man into
his mouth and stomach. It’s almost like he’s become a cunt to that dominant man himself and is being
nurtured by his seed. And then if you consider how some white men like to drink Latino piss, that
really makes them submissive. It’s priceless to see a wife being fucked, and at the same time
watching her husband on his knees drinking the piss of one of her other lovers. She is disgusted with
him for being so nasty and weak, but at the same time it turns her on seeing her hubby worship her
lover’s cock and take his fluids that way.”
Some people might think that having their wife called a whore and yourself characterized as a cumsucking submissive man would make you angry, but for some reason it was turning me on. The idea
of Joan and I sexually serving these men and being abused by them was exciting to me, and the
possibility of being used that way by big-cocked teenagers and other grown men was even better.
And based on Joan’s reaction so far, I knew we were going to be having a lot of raw sex.
We had been fucking, sucking and talking with Tony and Jose since noon, and it was now 3:00 pm. I
asked Joan what she wanted to do regarding those boys and she said, “Oh fuck, Tony’s description
of how some Latinos like to use white women and men and treat them like sluts has gotten me turned
on all over again. And then the thought of being used that way by teenagers makes my pussy even
wetter and itching for more cock. And I have to admit that I love seeing you used by those men, and
can just imagine how much fun it will be to see teenagers abusing you too.”
Then Tony said, “It is good news that you want to fuck the boys at the club, and I’ll give Carlos a call
to see when we can get you two over there for your first visit. I know that a few of the boys hang out
there and work out on Sunday afternoons, so maybe we’ll be able to set it up for tomorrow. Just
remember that those boys are usually horny and can be very aggressive, so you’re going to get
fucked for hours and used like a couple of whores if you go there. They really like having the husband
there to clean up their cum after each guy fucks the wife, so her pussy doesn’t get too sloppy and
messy with cum.”
Tony called Carlos and confirmed that we could go across town to his building at 2:00 pm on
Sunday. I wanted to be sure that Joan was ready for this so I asked, “Are you sure about all of this
baby? Today was the first time in years that you have been fucked by other men like this, and it’s
another big step to go there and take on those boys. And what about birth control? You’re going to
have enough cum pumped into you to float a boat, and you’ve already taken some big sperm loads
from Tony and Jose.”
Joan responded, “I know it’s a big change all of a sudden, but I just loved those big cocks fucking
me, and I can’t wait to fuck those boys. And as far as getting pregnant, my period has been very

irregular over the past year and has recently almost stopped completely. I don’t think that I am fertile
anymore, and I just want to fuck as much as possible. I love the way their thick cum floods my pussy
and then runs down my ass and legs for you to eat, so I definitely don’t want them to wear condoms.
And a little risk makes it more exciting anyway.”
Tony gave us directions, and we arrived at Carlos’ shop at about 2:00 pm on Sunday. Joan was
wearing a short skirt with no underwear and a tube top with no bra, and she looked fabulous. We
walked into the shop area and Carlos was waiting for us by his office door and waved us in. He didn’t
waste any time with niceties, and got to the point of our visit saying, “Damn Joan, Tony wasn’t kidding
when he said you were a beautiful and sexy woman. My boys are really going to enjoy you and Ed.
But first I need a little taste of your sweet, white pussy before the boys fuck the shit out of it and fill
you with their cum. So Joan I want you to strip down and lay back on the couch. I’m going to eat your
pussy for a few minutes before I fuck you, and I want Ed to show me some gratitude and respect for
arranging a good fucking for you like this. He’s going to be sucking my cock hard for me, and Tony
says that Ed really enjoys sucking brown cock and balls."
I was surprised at how quickly Carlos got the action started. He got on his knees on the floor and
started sucking Joan’s pussy, and I crawled under him from behind, on my back between his legs and
started sucking his very thick, uncircumcised cock and balls. His cock was about nine inches long, the
same as Tony’s, but his foreskin was even longer and thicker. I liked the leathery texture of it in my
mouth, and the gamey taste as it slid back and forth over his cock head. He finally moved up and
pushed that big cock into Joan and fucked her very aggressively. It didn’t take him very long to cum
since I had been sucking him, so he soon spewed his cum into Joan’s cunt for me to suck out of her.
Carlos really enjoyed fucking Joan and then watching me clean her up with my mouth, and he
taunted me as a filthy cock sucker the whole time.
After Carlos was satisfied he said, “Man, that was some fine pussy, and I also enjoyed Ed’s mouth.
The boys are going to have fun with you two. So Joan, don’t bother getting dressed as I take you
back to the workout room. Everyone knows why you two are here, and the boys are anxious to get
started.”
We followed Carlos back to the room, and I couldn’t have been prouder of Joan for the way she
looked walking totally nude. Her big tits jiggled and swayed seductively as she walked, and her ass
was firm and enticing. We entered the room and I was amazed to see four boys already sitting on the
bed and totally nude. Carlos wasn’t kidding when he said that the boys were ready for action. These
were good looking kids, all between 5’8” and 5’10” tall, and they we all lean and in shape, with tight
six-pack stomachs. But the things that really attracted my attention were their thick, uncircumcised
cocks and low hanging balls.

I know that we can’t generalize about the genitals of the various ethnic groups, but so far all of the
Mexican cocks I had seen were uncircumcised and thick, and they had relatively small hard-to-soft
ratios. This means that their soft cocks were about 75% of the length they would be when hard. I
really liked seeing those soft cocks hanging heavily and swinging between their legs, especially when
compared to my little dick that is only about one and one half inches long soft and five inches long
hard. And since the boys were so lean and muscular, their cocks looked even larger. Just judging
from the way they looked soft, I estimated that those cocks hard would vary between seven and nine
inches long, and those thick foreskins made them even thicker. One other thing that seemed
consistent is that Tony, Jose and Carlos all produced large loads of thick, white cum, much more than
I ever produced, and I was hoping that the boys also shot big loads of cum.
We walked up to the boys and Carlos introduced us, telling us that their names are Jesus, Raul,
Tomas and Victor. The boys were all drinking beer and staring at Joan and seemed to be very
impressed with her. She is five feet six and about 120 pounds, and in very good shape for her age.
Her full and round D-cup tits look firm, and her ass is cushy with well-defined, round globes of flesh.
She also has thick labia and a prominent pubis, and a thin layer of well-groomed blond hair on her
labia.
Then the boy named Victor, who had the largest cock, and seemed to be the leader of the group
spoke and said, “Damn bitch, you are hot for someone almost as old as my grandmother, but I’ll bet
you’ll fuck us a lot better with your white cunt than she ever could. Come on over to the bed and let’s
get started. And that cock sucking husband of yours can get up on the bed too, and suck my friends
to keep them hard for fucking you.”
Tony sure seemed to be right about the boys being aggressive, and I could hardly wait to get started.
Joan lay back on the bed and Victor moved between her legs, rubbing his big cock head in her wet
vulva. Then he quickly pushed into her in one thrust, and I could see that he had bottomed out on her
cervix. Then he said, “Damn, this is one tight pussy for an old whore, and it feels like she’s gripping
my cock with her cunt. This is going to be fun.”
Once he started stroking Joan, Jesus and Raul got onto the bed on either side of Joan, and started
sucking her tits. Then Tomas got up onto the bed and said to me, “Come on cock sucker. You’ve got
to suck me hard so I can give your wife’s cunt a great fuck. Suck it good for me and I might even let
you suck my balls later on. I just can’t get over how you old guys like to have your wives fucked by
big, brown, teenage cocks.”
I did as he said and crawled between his legs. When I raised up to take his cock into my mouth, he
grabbed my head and pulled me all the way down onto his eight inch cock until his cock head was in
my throat, and I could feel his pubic hair on my face and lips. Then he rolled over on me and started

fucking my face the way Victor was fucking Joan, and I felt like a real cunt. By now Victor was well on
his way to shooting his first load of the day, and Tomas slowed up a little fucking my face so he
wouldn’t cum too quickly. He wanted his first load to be in Joan’s pussy.
Tomas let me up just as Victor was shooting his load and saying, “Oh fuck, take my cum you slut.
Can you feel it shooting right into your cervix? I’ve gotten a lot of white whores pregnant with my big
sperm loads, so you better hope you’re not fertile right now.”
Then Victor grabbed my shoulder and pushed me between Joan’s legs and said, “That’s it, clean up
that nasty pussy for Tomas. You know you like to eat Latino cum. When you’re done there you can
suck my cock clean for me too, and I’ll even wash it all down for you.”
I started sucking Joan’s pussy and my mouth was flooded with the biggest load of cum that I had
gotten from any of those other men. Her labia were red and swollen from the fucking Victor had given
her, and I just loved sucking her and swallowing all of that tasty cum. It looked like these boys would
continue the trend of having huge cum loads. But then I felt someone tugging on my shoulder and
Tomas said, “Get out of the way cock sucker, I want to sink my cock into her nice cunt.”
When I pulled back, Victor pushed me to my knees in front of him as he sat on the edge of the bed,
and I took his slimy cock into my mouth to suck him clean. Tomas was now fucking Joan and Raul
and Jesus were still sucking her big tits. After Victor’s cock was clean he held his big, brown balls to
my mouth and I sucked them clean of the cum and pussy juice that had run down there after fucking
Joan. Then he held me in place with his hands on my head and said, “Okay cock sucker, swallow as
fast as you can. I always like to empty my bladder and clean my pipes after I fuck a whore like Joan,
and if you liked my cum, then you’ll also like my piss.”
Then I felt a strong flow of urine enter my mouth, and I swallowed what seemed like a pint of it, as
Victor laughed at me and called me a filthy piss-drinking whore. But the strange thing was that I liked
the taste of his piss and being used that way, but it did seem a little strange at first being submissive
to a teenager like that. But these boys were very experienced at fucking couples, so they were selfassured and knew just what to do to keep everyone excited.
I had just finished drinking Victor’s piss, at the time Tomas was ejaculating into Joan, and he said,
“Oh fuck, what a nice, sweet pussy you have. This is worth every penny to have your tight, white cunt
wrapped around my cock and to fill you with my cum.”
After Tomas climbed off of Joan and Jesus took his place, I asked, “Tomas, what did you mean that
it was worth every penny? Are you guys paying to fuck Joan?”

Then he said, “I probably shouldn’t tell you this, but Carlos charges us a small fee to fuck you guys,
based on the jobs we have and our ability to pay. It’s his way of offsetting the cost of running the
center and buying equipment for us. It’s not that much though. The guys with the best jobs pay 20 to
fuck Joan and 10 when you suck us off, and the lowest price is 5 to fuck and it is free when you suck
our cocks. So you see, you two really are whores to us, but you aren’t getting the money.”
It probably should have upset me to learn that we really were whores to those boys, but somehow it
just added to the nastiness and desirability of it all. The afternoon was a blur as I look back on it now,
and in the three hours we were there each of those boys fucked Joan at least three times and also
gave me a cum load from their cocks. I was busy sucking her pussy clean of their cum, and the more
times they fucked her, the longer it would take for me to suck them hard for her again. I know that
teenagers have a lot of sexual stamina, but I was still surprised at how they could just keep going and
going. Each of the boys also took the opportunity to piss in my mouth more than once, and they
seemed to have a steady flow from the beer they were drinking. By the end of the day Joan’s pussy
was swollen and red, and my stomach was upset from all of the cum and piss I had swallowed.
We got back in the car and headed home, and Joan looked over at me and said, “My pussy is really
sore now honey, but I just loved fucking Carlos and all of those boys, and I want as much more of that
thick brown cock and thick cum as I can get. I hope that we can set up another visit with them soon
and as often as possible. I have to give you the credit for getting us involved in all of this, but to be
honest; I’m also noticing a change in how I feel about you.
"Now don’t take what I’m about to say wrong honey. I still love you, and know that I am no better than
a whore to those men, but I find it hard to believe that you are so submissive to those men and boys.
When I see you between my legs cleaning up and swallowing their cum and sucking their cocks, I just
don’t see you as the strong man I married. And then when I see you gladly drinking their piss, you just
look like some kind of filthy pervert to me. So I want to continue fucking those men and boys, but just
know that I can’t look up to you the way I used to. And don’t be surprised if I want to use you myself.
After seeing those boys feed you their piss, I’d really like to sit on your face and force you to drink my
piss too.”
I had tears in my eyes hearing all of that, but at the same time her diminished feelings for me
somehow added to the pleasure that I felt in being submissive to those boys and men. I still felt like a
man in most other aspects of my life, buy I was enjoying being sexually submissive to those Latinos. I
also knew that I would do anything Joan wanted, and was actually looking forward to drinking her
piss, and even her menstruation if she wanted me to. So I looked at her and said, “I understand how
you feel honey, and I have to admit that it makes the sexual enjoyment of all of this even better for
me. I’ll serve you and your lovers sexually in any way you desire, but I still hope to be your loving
husband in all other aspects of our lives.”

I called Tony and Jose the next day and thanked them for setting us up with Carlos and the boys. I
also invited them over at their next convenience to fuck Joan and feed me their thick cum. Then I
called Carlos to set up our next visit with him and the boys, and let him know that we would have to
wait a few days for Joan’s pussy to recover. He asked us over on Thursday night, and this was an
even better experience. We started out with Joan fucking Carlos and three of his employees, and me
sucking all of their cocks.
We were then introduced to a whole new group of five boys. These boys fucked us for the next four
hours, and we noticed on the way home that not only was Joan’s pussy getting accustomed to the
pounding, but I was also better able to tolerate swallowing all of that cum and piss. The boys clapped
and cheered when Joan was sitting on my face feeding me her latest load of semen, and she loudly
announced, “Open wide you fucking cunt mouth, and take my piss. It’s got to taste as good to you as
all of that urine from the boys.”
Our visits to the shop continued at least three times a week for the next month, and then when Joan
wasn’t feeling well one morning she went to the doctor. It probably shouldn’t have been a surprise
that she was pregnant, and we both knew that one of those Mexican men or boys was the father. It
was amazing that all of the boys and men we had met so far produced huge loads of cum. She had
not let me fuck her since we started meeting with those men and boys. We decided to have the baby,
and Carlos and the boys were delighted to hear that Joan was pregnant. We didn’t know this
previously, but learned that they just loved fucking pregnant white women, especially if she was their
whore and pregnant with a Mexican baby.
We continued our visits with the boys even after her belly was huge at seven and a half months. She
started lactating from the hormonal changes and all of the boys sucking her tits so much, so we were
even more popular with them and the boys always sucked her breasts until they were dry. For safety
sake we took a break from all of the fucking for the last two weeks of her pregnancy, but were able to
resume soon afterwards since the baby was delivered by Cesarean section, and we didn’t have to
wait for her pussy to recover.
This lifestyle continued for the next eight years, and we stopped when our daughter was old enough
to know what was going on. Joan and I still loved each other very much, but I could tell that she never
regained the respect for me that she had before we started fucking all of those boys and men and I
became so submissive to them. And as much as I regret seeing that disdain in her eyes, I still have
the wonderful memories of all the fucking and sucking we did with them.

